Interesting structural and dynamical behaviors exhibited by the AF-6 PDZ domain upon Bcr peptide binding.
PDZ (postsynaptic density-95, disks large, zonula occludens-1) domains are small, protein-protein interaction modules that have multiple binding surfaces for the docking of diverse molecules. These domains can propagate signals from ligand-binding site to distal regions of the structure through allosteric communication. Recent works have revealed that picosecond to nanosecond time scale dynamics play a potential role in propagating long-range signals within a protein. Comparison of AF-6 PDZ domain structures in free and complex forms shows a conformation rearrangement of distal surface 2, which is far from the peptide binding groove. The relaxation dispersion experiments detected that the free AF-6 PDZ domain was sampling multiple conformations; millisecond dynamics mapped a network for allostery signal transmission throughout the AF-6 PDZ domain in the weak saturation state, and intramolecular motions were observed in distal surface 1 when the protein was saturated. These results provide evidence that the allosteric process in the AF-6 PDZ domain is not two-state; instead, the millisecond dynamic network provides a mechanism for the transmission of allosteric signals throughout a protein. Interestingly, the two distal surfaces of the AF-6 PDZ domain respond differently to peptide binding; distal surface 1 changes in millisecond dynamics, whereas distal surface 2 undergoes structural rearrangement. The significance of the different response patterns in the signaling pathway and its relevance to the function of the AF-6 PDZ domain should be studied further.